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Miami and Hamburg based, Innovation Lounges Market Place

provides a unique platform for various brands involved in

property development across all commodities with a year-round

showroom to feature their craftmanship and products while

networking into new markets and customer bases.

Such partnership and showroom(s) offers developers, designers,

executive level buyers, owners and purchasing decision-makers

B2B consolidated solutions including trend-setting products

while allowing for brand specific identity into their projects.

The ILM Quarterly Innovation Presentation is a review of the

most innovative products offered by Innovation Lounge Brand

Partners.

Our focus is innovation.

SCAN OR CLICK

http://www.innovationlounges.com/
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ARTSPECIFIED COLLECTION
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Motivated by a passion for art, nAscent Art New York

founders, Jennifer and James Wallace, have created a

vision of creativity, commerce, and good karma.

The entire artspecified collection is curated by the nAscent

Art team who lead award winning projects featuring some

of the most exciting visual artists working today.

This industry-only platform offers a self-specify option for

exclusive artwork that you can't find anywhere else. 

New artwork is added to the collection every 2 weeks

ensuring it stays fresh and inspiring. 

Artspecified bridges the gap for projects that don't need a

full-service custom art consultancy but who need a quality

contract art resource.

ARTSPECIFIED COLLECTION

The Artspecified production team focuses on domestic

sourcing to reduce carbon footprint (80% domestic

sourcing), developed a US Salvage business for upcycling

wood (100% of wood is reclaimed or upcycled), also

matting, glazing, and backing are all sourced in the US

(100%). 

In addition, items are donated to schools, art programs

and non-profits.

SCAN OR CLICK
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Bromic Heating Platinum Electric Marine is a sleek, low-

profile outdoor heater specifically suited to integrate and

virtually disappear into design-focused spaces. 

Providing high-efficiency radiant heat technology, the

Platinum Marine can be wall mounted, ceiling mounted or

recess mounted flush into ceiling – providing customers

with warmth without being seen.

Manufactured from high-quality, AISI316 stainless-steel,

Bromic Heating Platinum Smart-Heat™ Electric Marine

heaters were specifically engineered to provide superior

resistance to the corrosive elements of coastal and marine

environments, ensuring longevity of performance and

aesthetic. 

SCAN OR CLICK

BROMIC HEATING PLATINUM ELECTRIC MARINE

Quarterly Innovation Presentation
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When referencing Sustainable Design Principles,

incorporating functional indoor/outdoor spaces is an

avenue to increase site potential by creating flexible living

spaces that require less overall maintenance, materials and

energy. Outdoor heating increases the utility of these

spaces throughout the year by providing high-efficiency

radiant heat technology only when in use. By incorporating

outdoor heating solutions into functional outdoor spaces,

the use of the site is extended throughout seasons that may

have once rendered them useless. 

By bringing instant comfort to any outdoor space,

boundaries are redefined between indoor and outdoor.

Because indoor spaces tend to be climate controlled at all

times, even while not in use, it can be extremely wasteful. 

Outdoor spaces with added outdoor heating solutions can

be separated into zones, so that heaters will only ever be

used in areas that are in use, contrary to indoor

commercial spaces that often only have one central HVAC

system. The mission is to design radiant outdoor heating

technology that can bring comfort and warmth into outdoor

spaces in the most efficient and sustainable way possible.

2023 1st Quarter preview
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CAPDELL ULIS LOUNGE CHAIR
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Capdell offers long-lasting, premium quality,

sustainably made, and locally produced furniture.

A commitment to sustainability, the environment,

and the care of nature are essential points for

Capdell.

One of the most innovative products they offer is

the Ulis Lounge.  The Ulis Collection  of

armchairs, chairs and footrests, is designed by the

German Sebastian Herkner, who defines it as its

own idea of modern comfort. Its soft aesthetic,

shaped to wrap and embrace, guarantees a

comfortable and reclined position. 

In the case of the seats, the shell is made of a

composite material that provides resistance and

flexibility. In the chair, this piece is made of FSC

plywood. Seat and backrest are fully foamed,

superimposing different foam thickness and

densities to gather the parts of the body that fits

ergonomically, experiencing a hug sensation

caused by the comfort of the foams. 

It is covered by the last layer of craft foam, which

gives it fluffiness and softness.

The seat is constructed in a similar way to the

backrest, with a combination of different foam

densities and wooden structures. 

As a company committed to the environment, they

are under the framework of ISO 14001

(environmental management systems). 
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Cape Umbrellas has been around for over 20 years. They

take pride in their extensive range of patio umbrellas, all

manufactured locally in their manufacturing facility in Cape

Town, South Africa. 

These umbrellas have an innovative, self-contained

automatic raising system for simple and secure operation.

All industries can benefit from this brilliant system and

design, which has been patented all around the world.

The Automatic Lift System automates opening and closing,

making the process quicker and simpler. These umbrellas

have a quick turnaround, a variety of colors, and are less

priced than brands of comparable quality.

All products have been tested in a state-of-the-art wind

tunnel to ensure the best standards are maintained and all

fabrics come with an anti-fade warranty.

 CAPE UMBRELLAS

Quarterly Innovation Presentation

Striving to create the most distinctive umbrellas, Cape

Umbrellas are using only the highest quality materials.

SCAN OR CLICK
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100% Made in Germany

high quality marine grade nautical products 

for the constantly changing, rough weather on the high

seas 

custom made for your needs 

success story of many years 

family owned business 

CRAZYCHAIR NAUTIC - MADE IN GERMANY 

Develop, design and produce weatherproof outdoor

hammocks, hanging chairs, outdoor daybeds matching

marine grade frames and more. You can choose from a

variety of different designs and sizes. 

CRAZYCHAIR was awarded the Ergonomics Innovation

Award 2021 in Germany.

Here is what sets CRAZYCHAIR apart from all other

outdoor hammock manufacturers in the world: 

The quality, reliability and durability of CRAZYCHAIR

products have been confirmed for years by several well-

known cruise lines.

By now, 19 Cruise ships have been equipped with 

 CRAZYCHAIR Marine Hammocks. Some cruise lines have

equipped all balcony cabins of their fleet with these marine

hammocks with over 1.200 pieces per ship. 

Installation on board cruise ships can be performed by their

specialized CRAZYCHAIR installers upon request - even

during a cruise.

Quarterly Innovation Presentation

CRAZYCHAIR CLIPPER HAMMOCK
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Circular Symbiosis supports organizations in their transition

to a circular reality by translating abstract concepts of

circular economy in tangible practice, aligned with business

reality and new legislative and regulatory frameworks.

Encapsulating a holistic approach,  CS focuses on the level

of product, value chain and strategy.

Aimed at creating positive environmental impact with all

that is presently available, they allow for an agile manner

to transpose vision into actions, to cope with unknown

variables in the rapid changing realities of transition and to

create opportunities by going beyond compliance.

SCAN OR CLICK

CS CONSULTANCY FOR CIRCULAR TRANSITION

Quarterly Innovation Presentation
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DAMPA DIGITAL PRINTS
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DAMPA offers more than ordinary ceilings.

Through a Form-Follows-Function philosophy, you can

combine acoustics, fire safety, hygiene, ventilation, and

lighting features in a beautiful ceiling design. With

DAMPA’s different ceiling solutions, any surface design can

be obtained through customized colors, graphics, and

digital print.

With digital print, you can turn your design vision into

reality, while ensuring strict compliance with maritime

regulations. By offering digital print on their different c-

class ceilings, DAMPA has paved the way for endless

design options.

  

You can obtain the feeling of walking into the woods by

digital printing a variety of colorful, fresh leaves on the

ceiling. You can create the atmosphere of a cozy dining

area with beautiful wooden ceilings. Or you can create an

imitation of walking into a classic European Architectural

building with realistic ceilings or even illustrate the blue

skies.

 

All of DAMPA’s c-class ceiling solution is also available in

their new sustainable aluminum option with 75 % post-

consumer recycled material. This new aluminum has a

CO2 emission that is 69% lower compared to DAMPA’s

current material.

Adopting the mindset “Reduce – Reuse – Recycle”, DAMPA

ensures that they are always working on minimizing their

waste and securing the full benefit of their acoustic

solutions, which have a documented life span of more than

50 years. 

To secure full transparency of their products and their

environmental impact, the Environmental Product

Declaration (EPD) has been developed for steel, aluminum,

and climate ceiling products.

DAMPA DIGITAL PRINTS

SCAN OR CLICK
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DAUERFLORA HAND

DISINFECTION DISPENSERS
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Dauerflora is a market leader for top brands in the cruise

industry. This is the world's first series of Wi-Fi networkable

hand disinfection, helping you simplify processes and

reduce costs.

It offers all relevant information plus alarm of tank content,

error messages, empty battery alarm, and the service

alarm. The inner components and the pumps of the

dispensers are made of post-consumer recycled programs

(PCR) plastic. This raw material is obtained from municipal

recycling programs as blue bins in North America.

The housing of the dispensers is made of stainless steel,

which is made of up to 80% recycled content.

DAUERFLORA HAND DISINFECTION DISPENSERS

Quarterly Innovation Presentation

This vandal-proof metallic housing gives the dispenser an

extremely long life and the sustainable design has been

rewarded with a Green Product Award. 

SCAN OR CLICK
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DKR CUSTOMIZED

COORDINATED KNITS
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Donna Melvin has spent over 35 years in the textile

industry, acquiring expertise in design, product

development, and sales. She began her career with a B.S.

in textile design from Philadelphia College of Textile &

Science. 

Masterfully led by Donna Melvin, knit designer, patent

inventor, and manufacturer of knitted textiles, DKR

produces IMO-rated coordinated knit products that bring

warmth to any cruise, hotel, or spa setting. 

100% Made in the USA, DKR coordinates customized,

contract-grade knit throws, blankets, bed scarves, box

spring wraps, pillows, and eye pillows. 

DKR's knit products are versatile for indoor and outdoor 

 use. 

DKR COSTUMIZED COORDINATED KNITS

Quarterly Innovation Presentation

Employing a proprietary combination of fibers and yarn,

DKR delivers products that do not shrink or fade and

feature wicking properties. 

DKR's quality soft goods are mold-resistant, machine

washable, and quick dry for luxury that lasts a lifetime.

SCAN OR CLICK
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HESPERA CIRCULAR MATTRESSES
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Hespera is the global pioneer of circular mattresses and

beds for superyachts, cruise ships, hotels and home

interiors, minimizing material wastage and impact on our

oceans and forests.

The H1 is designed to prolong lifetime of the materials it

contains and leave no waste, substantially decreasing its

environmental impact.

Fully modular, uses no glue and contains 4 different

materials which enables maintaining their value and

applicability once the product becomes redundant.

HESPERA CIRCULAR MATTRESSES

Quarterly Innovation Presentation
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KLAFS SWAY SLEEP LOUNGER
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KLAFS is a global leader in commercial and residential

wellness solutions.

Rest and relaxation are often overlooked when designing

at-home wellness rooms. Yet solid sleep health and

relaxation are the ultimate in self care. The SWAY Sleep

Lounger’s patented pendulum technology gently cradles

you - perfect for relaxing after a sauna, taking a

rejuvenating power nap or just before bedtime.

The KLAFS SWAY Sleep Lounger uses a special oscillating

frequency to gently rock users to rest and relax. It soothes

you with its gentle oscillating movement, ideal for relaxing

after a sauna or steam room session, ensuring that body

and mind are optimally rested.

Striving to use energy and raw materials responsibly and

keep their carbon footprint to an absolute minimum, KLAFS

recycles wood chips from its sauna production used to heat

the facility.

Large number of solar panels are placed on roofs

generating further energy. In addition, materials are

sourced locally wherever possible to keep the carbon

footprint low.

KLAFS SWAY SLEEP LOUNGER

SCAN OR CLICK

The corporate philosophy that followed includes minimizing

waste in all areas. In production, for example, their

machines cut wood to sizes, avoiding waste. 

Materials get sourced including wood, as sustainably as

possible, working with suppliers that practice sustainable

forest management. 

Wood that gets used conforms to recognized ecological,

social, and economic standards. Full commitment to

sustainability has won them awards, including Blue Angel

certification for environmentally friendly products. 

Customers can take this a step further by choosing a

GREEN SAUNA package, which use 40% less energy than

their standard sauna technology.
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LEARN ORB ECO CANE STRAWS
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Lean Orb is a compostable food packaging business whose

objective is to eliminate all single-use plastic waste and

provide safe, plant-based packaging. The cane straws are

one of the most eco-friendly straws on the market, and are

biodegradable, compostable, and reusable. 

Being aware that it is nearly impossible and frequently

difficult to live in a world without straws, Lean Orb have

discovered a solution for individuals who want to go green

without sacrificing comfort.

Cane Straws are ideal since they are made entirely of

plant-based ingredients that break down quickly. 

Purchasing these compostable straws is a step towards

reducing pollution, as these organic products are

completely eco-friendly. 

Lean Orb is focused on products that support both human

needs and the environmental stability affected by

processes. One of the main causes of the current plastic

problem is disposable plastic straws. 

These straws disintegrate into tiny fragments that either

contaminate our groundwater or float around in the ocean,

scaring wildlife and upsetting the ecological equilibrium.

Lean Orb eco cane straws can be the perfect substitute if

you've been looking for a product that is beneficial for the

environment.

LEAN ORB ECO CANE STRAWS

Quarterly Innovation Presentation
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LIU JO LIVING 

SOFT ISLAND SOFA
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Liujo's alive collection is a statement of intent: innovative

forms and versatile materials breathe life into one-of-a-

kind products.

The Soft Island is an ottoman, bed, sofa, and armchair that

combines eclecticism and innovation. 

This simple-chic essential improves any space with a single

touch and can transform into a bed by simply rotating the

reclining backrest with a single action reminiscent of "a

blink of an eye."

Liu Jo Living is constantly looking for innovation, supporting

the idea that the theme of sustainability must become

central to everyday work. 

In addition to a selection of recycled fabrics from PET

bottles, Liu Jo plans to include new eco-friendly items in

their collection and to be constantly attentive to issues

related to the environment and sustainability.

LIU JO LIVING SOFT ISLAND SOFA

Quarterly Innovation Presentation
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For more than 85 years, MAPEI has worked with design

teams to provide customized system solutions to achieve the

unique requirements of each project, in the marine

industry. 

These include weight considerations as well as sustainability

credits. 

Quarterly Innovation Presentation

MAPEI MAPADECK TERRAZZO
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MAPEI’s innovative Mapedeck Terrazzo is the first and only

epoxy terrazzo floor available for the marine market that is

IMO-certified.

A seamless, high-end floor designed for internal use in

public venues on vessels, Mapedeck Terrazzo not only

replicates the look of terrazzo, it can also be customized

with potentially endless design options. 

MAPEI is committed to providing the industry’s best and

most innovative solutions achieved through the consistent

practice of following sustainable principles. 

Mapedeck Terrazzo follows MAPEI’s commitment to

sustainability. Recycled materials, including glass and other

inert materials, can be added to the mixture to create

specific designs. 
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Medov Logistic provides core strength personalized

services. A dedicated team of logistics experts apply

innovative logistics solutions to the Marine and Cruise

verticals with the goal of exceeding all expectations.   

Currently updating the sustainability program profile and

will publish the status of  initiatives in February. 

As a prelude, 89% of the Ocean carriers used to transport

marine cargo by Medov Logistics follow current standards.   

 

SCAN OR CLICK

MEDOV LOGISTICS SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM
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MICHALA COPENHAGEN BED

LINEN

MICHALA Copenhagen, specialist and designer of top

luxury sustainable bed linen - only the best quality is good

enough.
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MICHALA Copenhagen

MICHALA Copenhagen, specialist and designer of top

luxury sustainable bed linen - only the best quality is good

enough.

MICHALA Copenhagen CUSTOMIZE YOUR DREAMS

Especially for you and your guests who deserve the best

quality bed linen in the world without any compromises.

MICHALA Copenhagen design exquisite customized and

personalized durable first-class bed linen collections in

large and small quantities woven by the best specialists in

Italy.

Together we can make a difference

MICHALA Copenhagen are leading, innovative and

constantly follow the newest technologies within indoor

home textiles to help minimize overproduction and waste of

resources of textiles in the world.; hence all products are

made to order after your specifications – in this way you

can get exactly what you prefer and MICHALA

Copenhagen can reduce the quantity of textiles. Since the

bed linen are made in an extra high quality and woven in

100% natural fiber such as 100% ELS cotton fibers or 100%

silk – which are 100% biodegradable and 100% recyclable

fibers – we recommend you to send our textile products

back after final use. Then the textile products will be

recycled into new textiles for the fashion industry.

Options especially for you

Durable collections from one to several thousand items

Sizes and shapes fully customized based on your

specifications

Specially designed patterns for Jacquard and print

Unique sewing and personalized embroidery details

MICHALA Copenhagen’s promise to you

Unique collection developed in close collaboration with you

Guarantee you get the most exclusive durable qualities in

the world

No chemicals, Oeko-Tex100 certified in product class 1 

Qualities are quality tested at the Danish Technological

Institute

35
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High quality playlist design by world-class creative team

Music skillfully tailored to each brand

Real focus on creating ambience that supports your

trading, maximizing your brand loyalty and ability to

upsell

Music curated & scheduled according to exact needs of

each hotel or ship zone

Regular music updates with fully licensed content

Flexibility to play on-demand playlists for events or

location

Superior sound quality music tracks at 320kbps

Good understanding of regional music & local cultural

requirements

Experienced account managers in region who

understand hospitality and cruising

Robust music players for digital delivery

Solutions for public areas and guest rooms / suites

24/7 technical support, plus online support resources

Quarterly Innovation Presentation
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Music Concierge is an award-winning global music agency

which creates superb music experiences for hospitality and

cruise operators in over 90 countries.

Founded in 2007 Music Concierge services leading luxury

and lifestyle hotel brands, as well as ocean and river cruise

fleets. Using background music strategically to engage

customers by elevating the guest experience and bringing

F&B, entertainment or wellness concepts to life.
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OSCAR ONO

FORÊT COLLECTION
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The Forêt Collection is a revolutionary handmade flooring

and wall covering marquetry.

Inspired by wood cobblestones in Paris during the 19th

century, Oscar Ono spent many years to revive the

wondrous tradition and to give it new contemporary life. 

 The Forêt collection contains 6 timeless patterns to

personalize your compositions.  

It comes in 3 different finishes, carefully selected for their

performance. These are Forêt Natural, Forêt Smoke and

Forêt Black.

The Forêt Collection was designed to provide a creative

playground for architects making each project unique.   
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OscarOno focuses on wood, as well as the art of the

process, the human touch, and the cutting-edge machinery

that forms it. 

They specialize in the construction of custom-made

flooring, walls, ceilings, terraces, textures, and stains.

OscarOno consists of interior design, architecture, passion,

and creativity. It is the place where wood interiors come to

life. 

OscarOno's sustainability expression is adding craft and art

to raw materials that are to often considered as waste by

the standard industry, proving hereby that it is possible to

create luxurious wood surfaces with a minimal ecological

footprint.

2023 1st Quarter preview

Forêt Natural                         

6 Different Patterns Available

 Forêt Smoke  Forêt Black
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Outdura is engineered to be the most durable outdoor

fabric on the market to stand up better to whatever life has

in store. Whether that’s creating beautifully designed

fabrics for soft yet durable outdoor seating or protection

from the elements for umbrellas, furniture covers, awnings

and more, Outdura is 100% solution-dyed acrylic, 100% of

the time. 

Backed by Sattler AG, a fifth generation family owned

company located in Graz, Austria, whose innovative spirit

covers the globe in more than 80 countries with sun shade,

stadium covers, technical textiles for special requirements

(flame retardant, PVC-free visual and glare protection) all-

encompassing weather protection. 
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Woven in Hudson North Carolina using imported European

yarns, Outdura’s resilient fabrics are the perfect solution for

contract and hospitality applications.

Outdura fabrics are woven with a proprietary yarn

formulation allowing abrasion to exceed 50,000 double

rubs along with a proprietary finish making it cruise worthy

with IMO certification.

Both proprietary features include all other Outdura

specifications to withstand the harshest environments.

Environmental management measures like ISO 14001 and

OEKO-Tex Standard 100 are only a small part of our

efforts for a sustainable future. Active energy management

and the development of long-use products as a means of

saving or generating energy make a significant contribution

to our ecological responsibility.
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Since 1950 Radici has blended history, style, innovation,

and design in the textile world. An Italian wall to wall carpet

producer since 1950 offering custom solutions and design.

Quality raw materials are combined with new technologies

to support the environment, giving life to a 100%

sustainable and regenerable carpet composed by nylon

regenerated from industrial waste such as fishing nets,

fabric scraps, carpet flooring and industrial plastic.

The Bloom carpet is customizable, fast to produce,

recyclable, and assures superior sound absorbency.
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With localized supply chains, sustainable wood composites,

refreshment and eco design, commercial furniture

company Shores Global is trailblazing the future of

hospitality circularity.

Supply chain reliability is a leading problem today. The

uncertainty impedes process, productivity, and increases

time at port. Shores Global founder, Susan Sadolin, has

spent the last year generating new supply chains, local to

the Western hemisphere, utilizing more sustainable

materials like Sustainable Wood Composite (SWC), a

circular substitute for wood products, as well as FSC

Certified teak and other hardwoods. 

This enables Shores customers with a whole supply of

benefits, inclusive of lower shipping costs, shorter

production, and delivery timelines.

                        SHORES SUN LOUNGER
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While furniture frames can last for decades, not even the

finest fabrics and slings survive that long. Shore’s REFRESH

program reduces waste by reusing and refurbishing

existing furniture frames to deliver new life to these

valuable products.

Pursuing pathways toward prevalent Eco-Design, Shores

aims to communicate openly with everyone involved in a

product’s life cycle, in order to thoroughly understand and

execute ways to improve the design of products. The motive

is to establish which materials are preferred, longer lasting,

and require less maintenance. 

Shores uses recycled alu for most  of their sun loungers.

The system implemented efficiently replaces the sling for

refurbishing. Partnered with Serge Ferrari a structure has

been assembled where they  take back the material,

refurbish the frames and sell them as reused sun loungers.

The number of units in 1 container has been increased to

save transport. After the end of life, Shores will offer a tack

back program to collect and recycle/upcycle materials and

frames. Frames are produced from recycled alu.
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Sittingsuits offers functionality and comfort, and a new way

of thinking about providing warmth in outdoor areas.,

designed to be more efficient and eco-friendly than

traditional outdoor heating methods, which is cutting-edge. 

In terms of environmental consciousness, Sittingsuit

furthermore offers a unique branding opportunity for

businesses, allowing them to easily customize with their

own logo and stand out to make a statement about their

brand.

These products are a sustainable alternative to blankets

and outdoor heating in restaurants and other outdoor

settings, providing an extra wind proof layer of warmth and

an innovative solution for restaurants to extend their

outdoor serving hours and seasons.
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Padding is made from 100% post-consumer recycled

plastic bottles, which helps to conserve energy, water and

resources. The fabric used has been tested for harmful

chemicals and are designed to be long lasting and easy to

maintain, air-drying within 15 minutes so no tumble dry is

ever necessary. 

The perfect environmentally friendly option for restaurants

as it eliminates the need to constantly replace blankets or

use outdoor heating devices. Restaurants are aided  in

saving resources and cutting expenses and it also aligns

with the environmental concern, which could help

businesses to show their customers that they care about the

planet and the environment. With heaters banned in some

of the  European countries, it would also be a compliant

alternative for those who are looking for a sustainable

solution for outdoor seating areas.

A sustainability goal of Sittingsuits is to very soon provide a

product that is made 100% from recycled materials.
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TESTORI 

BIO-BASED IMO FABRICS
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Manifattura Testori is an Italian weaving mill founded in

1904 and specialized in the Transportation and Hospitality

markets since the 30’s.

Bio-based IMO fabrics permanently flame retardant and

sustainable. They are recycled and reduce the carbon

footprint among other characteristics.

Testori has developed and certified sustainable products

and the production process according to the best

established textile standards.

In addition, several internal and external initiatives

connected to the ESG are implemented. 

During the mid-term, Testori intend to further analyze and

reduce their carbon footprint.

In the long-term, the challenge under evaluation is to reach

Net zero operations.
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With over 20 years experience in the trade fair business

and patented LED, display and robotic solutions, the

company is a classic service provider and product forge for

digital transformation - in one.

One of most innovative and custom-tailored products was

installed on RCI’s Spectrum and Odyssey of the Seas.

The customer had a challenging request. A solution to

make a small hallway leading into the main dining room

look larger than it was. 

In coordination with the architect, Tennagels installed a fine

pitch, scratch resistant, curved LED wall. 
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TENNAGELS LED MATERIAL

This final outcome was truly mind blowing. Using a fine

pitch coated LED, the developed product was seamlessly

curveable.

Designed to withstand scratches and scrapes, negating the

need to swap out defective parts.
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NOHRLUND ESPRESSO MARTINI
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Nohrlund was founded with an emphasis on authenticity,

quality, and sustainability. In 2015, Nohrlund made

history by becoming the first pre-mixed producer to ever

win, silver, gold, and double gold medals from the San

Francisco World Spirits Competition, serving as a bridge

between renewal and tradition. 

This silver-winning Espresso Martini is based on

Nohrlund’s homemade coffee liqueur. It is a cocktail with

a sharp character from the coffee liqueur and vodka,

combined with sweet vanilla and a hint of licorice giving it

a round and smooth taste. 
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NOHRLUND ESPRESSO MARTINI

Keg solutions for bars are provided with the choice of 10L

and 20L. 

A variety of cocktail flavors are distributed such as Passion

Martini, Bramble, Gin & Mango Smash. 

An array of choices is offered between fresh and fruity

cocktails with a prominent taste. They are pre-mixed in the

bottle and waiting to be poured over a glass of ice.

The fresh ingredients, meticulously prepared and carefully

chosen from farms and local distilleries, are what set apart

each Nohrlund cocktail. They have partnered with the

largest organic rhubarb farm in Denmark, where organic

rhubarb is chosen, sorted, and sent to them to create "The

Red Nohrlund," a cocktail that combines vodka,

strawberries, and rhubarb.
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WATERBURY CIRCULAR LED

MIRROR
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Meet the woman behind the brand:

Michala Iess Stigkjær. As a designer,

she is deliberate and careful,

meticulous about visual expression

down to the finest details. Michala's

top-quality bed linen is woven with the

longest, strongest and finest cotton

fibers in the world. 

Customized and made to order based

on the customer's request for

measurements, color and designs to

minimize overproduction and waste of

resources of textiles in the world. 

The longer and thinner the cotton

fiber, the stronger and softer the cotton

quality will be. This means that the use

of fabric softener, which is harmful to

the environment, can be avoided.

Within 3 years it will be possible to

return the bed linen after final use,

where the cotton fibers will be recycled

into new textiles for the fashion

industry.

In 5-10 years, the quality bed linen

from MICHALA Copenhagen will be

recycled into new textiles for bed linen

under the name CLASSIC by MICHALA

Copenhagen.

Waterbury are designers, manufacturers, and suppliers of

high-quality bathroom accessories. 

A selection of beautiful vanity mirrors with a huge variety of

features, sizes, and shapes.

All of their mirrors are produced to order as Waterbury

knows the real value is in customizing the mirrors to exactly

fulfil all requirements. 

The frames are made with high grade stainless steel,

meaning it is built to last and can be easily recycled at the

end of its life.
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WATERBURY LED MIRROR

All these mirrors are copper free, this is because copper

free mirrors are 3 times more resistant to corrosion than

other mirrors.

Other than the benefits of the longevity this process brings,

copper free mirrors are significantly better for the

environment to produce.

Without the harmful chemicals such as copper sulphate

and lead in the production process these mirrors are

considerably less harmful to the environment. 

These mirrors are lit with energy saving LED lights, and with

a selection of light tones and styles available.
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